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About This Game

Based on Colin Thiele's 1964 children’s book of the same name, Storm Boy takes place on the beaches of South Australia near
the mouth of the Murray River, where the titular protagonist rescues orphaned pelican chicks, one of whom later becomes the

child’s pet and faithful companion, Mr. Percival.

Experience an interactive retelling of the classic tale by taking control of both Storm Boy and Mr. Percival in key moments,
such as when the pair rescued stranded sailors during a storm. Relive their friendship and enjoy seaside activities across a wide
assortment of fun and relaxing mini-games, including sand drawing, sailing, cockle hunting, playing fetch, sand surfing, pelican

feeding, and more.
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I love the CoD franchise, playing the single-player campaigns. However, Black Ops is the most "on rails" I have ever
experienced from CoD and that's saying a lot.

You know how most games (including CoD) will start with some training exercise, where some sargeant tells you to "go over
there and shoot some targets. now go over there and throw a grenade"...? In this case, Black Ops feels like that for the ENTIRE
GAME. You are moving from one cutscene to the next but in betwen you have to shoot a bunch of guys, and maybe press a
special key at a special time.

I liked the earlier CoD games that were more free-form and would allow you choose the order in which you complete
objecttives (CoD2) or the route you choose to take.
Black Ops had none of that. It is a traning exercise where the targets that appear out of nowhere happen to move around a bit..
ATTENTION, ATTENTION

I did NOT receive this product for FREE

I actually BOUGHT it while it was on SALE

And YOU should do that TOO, because it's a little GEM

Thanks for listening.. 10\/10 Would witness again the cognitive dissonance involved with murdering one's child, coupled with
the illogical support of one close friend who claims the events that are about to transpire are in fact dignified.

This "experience" is such a leftist pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it terminated its self and crashed to my
desktop after about 3 minutes into the "simulation," which ironically is what individuals who openly and actively support the pro-
choice movement should do.. terminate themselves.

I'm going to go out on a limb here and guess the developer of this literal abortion is effectively attempting to protest the actions
of the current president. Now I understand you people aren't ones for understanding facts, but the "right" to murder your
children isn't under attack. Emperor Trump has only decided to stop funding abortions outside of the continental USA. Which
begs the question, in what sane and logical world would you ever fund abortion programs in other countries? Secondly, the
cuckservative position on abortion is rather simple... You can kill babies all you want, but the state and the taxpayer shouldn't be
forced to pay for your immoral actions.

Now don't get me wrong, I'm all for supporting a women's freedom of choice and control over their bodies... As long as they
aren't consenting to the dissection, and brutal destruction of people that are developing separately from their parent. With
unique DNA structures... Those "partially" formed globs of cells that you disgusting wretches refuse to recognize as human life.

Now, back to the freedom and choice of women, if you consider birth rates, about 50% of pregnancies are female. Therefore
roughly 50% of abortions ( when you don't consider other social variables ) are performed on female children. Therefore, one
out of every two abortions takes away the rights of a woman. It takes away her right to control her body. It takes away her right
to choose anything in the future. It takes away a right more fundamental than the right to choose - the right to not be killed.

Now I know what you're going to say, Women will die of unsafe abortions if we make it illegal. That's a great argument, and
you're a sociopath if that's how you think. Currently, people are dying because of these laws. According to world meters, 3.6
million people have already been terminated through abortions This year alone. Once again I stress my original point regarding
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE. Studies show that RU-486 and current abortion practices can cause continued bleeding and
infection, coupled with the direct correlation between abortion and suicide, deaths from legal abortions surpass the threat of
"illegal alleyway" abortions due to both the frequency and availability of your precious murder factories.

Now let me guess you're probably trying to rally around the fact that these young women's lives will be devastated. Great back to
the cognitive dissonance. We cannot choose one person's convenience over another person's life you filthy degenerates.

You are most likely virtue signaling at this point, and you are going to bring up\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
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incest which by the way was never a dominant issue, considering how statistically rare the occurrence is. And if rapists typically
don't deserve the death penalty then why does the completely innocent child deserve such a fate. And you're going to revert to
psychological well-being which is an invalid argument. Studies and statistics show Abortion = high suicide rate
\/\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665= high suicide rate. Abortion +\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665=
Extremely high suicide rate, you catch my drift, you moron?

Now I know people are going to mention this "it's a fetus, not a human" Fantastic argument f**k Face. Basic biology states that
a species reproduces with its kind. That "fetus" is a gestation stage for a human baby. Using the argument that they are not, in
fact, a human, is like saying that a newborn infant isn't a human as it doesn't resemble an adult. The development of a human
being begins as soon as the egg fertilizes. This fertilized egg, being a cell, immediately starts the process of building a human.
That is unless some selfish creature decides they'd rather pass their self around like a F**k doll for another ten years while
having no regard for the implications of their actions and decides to visit their local baby butcher.

The moral of this story is this. Nasa can go looking for single-celled organisms to locate life in the universe, but if that life has
the potential to affect your expendable income, it should be destroyed.

Or if you are looking for a unique way to become a hero to the pro-choice movement what better way to do it than to have an
abortion entirely filmed in a 3-D medium and be the first person to project your broken, and degenerate world view into the VR
platform. It's groundbreaking, unfortunately...

 - SOMEONE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DIED TO CREATE THIS EXPERIENCE

And finally a message to the stars of our show:

F**k you, you don't deserve to procreate. And with that said, if you have no desire to pass on your genetic code and adequately
invest in the prosperity of the next generation. Then you should have no god damn say in the governance of society as you have
no stock in the future. So, get out of our way, we have a better world to build for our children, you don't matter.. Doesnt work,
and it appears that the dev team hasnt addressed these issues, despite it being reported since the game was released. This failure
to launch appears to affect a wide array of systems and setups.

Save your money until it is repaired. A game I played in the "Era-of-Big-Bad-Shoot-Games" back when "Painkiller" and
"Serious Sam" were still active alive (Although Serious Sam kinda is still alive right now, but you get the idea.).
A personal classic, not the best, but playable.You get the bang for your buck.

Not as aged well and remembered as the games mentioned above but still...a personal classic!. The game is good but the menu is
terrible.. Nothing in this game makes any sense, what you do in the game has nothing to do with gaming. If you like to never be
able to to what you want to do, this is what you are looking for.. really fun and cheap game , great purchase especially when on
sale. it has a really cool soundtrack and fun levels which gives you an achievement for every stage... these achievements are
great to decorate your steam account with as it has lots of letters, genders (including attack helicopter) and hundreds of flags. it
has a small easter egg(spoiler on how to get it)  that gives you a couple hundred of those achievements for clicking the flag icon
in the settings area . Was looking foward to replaying it, but it just won't start.
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I thought I would do a little review covering both parts.

I definitely recommend this, especially for fans of The Fruit of Grisaia. It has all the characters from the VN's, the artwork is
beautiful and it is hilarious.
I'm glad Michiru got her own story. I like her a lot more now.. The game is bugged. The screen is unstable at some moments. In
time attack mode, the levels are randomly generated and sometimes they are impossible to complete and the transitions are ultra
slow with the counter counting down.... Cannot get the traverser to work no matter what I try...

NOT WORTH THE MONEY EVEN AT DISCOUNT....

DTG want slapping for putting out another DLC item, that's not finished and does not work properly....

1\/5 STAY AWAY... You're better off buying toilet roll, at least that's of some use!!!!!. Bland but functional tower defense. Not
worth your time unless you are a fan of the genre and it is on sale.

Tried to get all the achievements for a bit but then got bored.. Well looking good so far, graphics good looks fine puzzles not too
hard tho but its still fun to figure them out. Its sad you can only go for 1920x1080 considering i have 1600x900 monitor its bad
for me but yeah i know game just relased and i'm pretty sure they will fix those on updates. Will contiune my review later on.

Good job 10\/10. Almost worth a lemonade (8\/10) \/\/EDITED2

Just beat the game, estimated time of play to beat once = 3.3h \/\/Edit2

The game itself is simple, and fun to play.
It has a lot of potential, yet not many content.
The soundtrack is OK, but can get a bit monotonous after a time.

Pros
- Really easy to learn
- Extremely light game, in all aspects
- Has a lot of potential

Cons
- Lacks an explicit objective direction, like where you should be headed. Running around places looking for it can get really
boring.
- The soundtrack can get a bit monotonous after a time.

Notes:

- I don't think the required specs are right. This doesn't seem to need 4gb of RAM to run at all. 2 maybe?. This software is great
for anybody who is studying human anatomy. I draw comic books, so I can't stress enough just how helpful this is. That being
said, there are a few things that I would like to see added to the software:

1. You can currently change the size of your model from thin to very muscular. But there is not an option to make your
 characters fat, or disproportionate in any way. I would like to the ability to change the size of particular muscle groups
 while leaving other muscles alone. It would be great to be able to change the size of a female models breasts, while
 leaving the rest of her body alone, or to make a model have a really huge arm, while his other arm remains normal.

2. Changing hand postures is done in a preset way. That is to say, you cannot move individual joints in the hands. Rather,
  you choose from a set of pre-made hand positions.

3. I would love the ability to change the position of the hair on models. For example, if I had a model that looked like it was
  falling from a high building, I could shape the hair to look like it was being blown away from the face.
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4. I would like to move individual joints in the feet. As the software is right now, curling toes is not possible.

5. Changing the shape\/size of facial features would be a great addition.

6. Being able to add user-created textures to the models would be awesome.

7. Clothes!!! I would love to see the models in clothing, to get an idea of how the light would react to certain attire (folds,
  creases,etc.)

All in all, I do think the program is worth ten bucks. If the developers ever added the things that I mentioned, I would be
more than happy to pay for the DLC.
. Ok, it seems i'm the first one to buy this game and the first one to review it.

I really liked the idea. I like reproduction of mundane life in games. Although i don't have a VR, i wanted to give it a shot and
bought it, but...
When you push "Play" on Steam you spawn in a elevator with a Warning message for Oculus users and that's it. No controls
instructions, no menu, no game options, no nothing. I don't know if it's like this because i don't have VR, but ok. My review is
not based on this matter.

The graphics and modeling are good. But the apartment is very, very small (My GTA Online Apartment is bigger). As far as i
explored it has only one room (living room\/kitchen). The other door is locked and other has a Shark (!).
Almost all the objects has some interation, but most of them just make sounds.
When you go to the balcony theres no ambient sound (the game doesn't have ambient sound at all). The city below you is silent.

The "small as a ant or 10 feet tall" feature is just a button you press to go "no clip" style, floating.

Because it's not stated it's early access or beta in the store page, i'm assuming this is the final version. So, no... Don't buy it..
needs a bit of polish, but pretty fun
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